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Jeff Hawkins, the man who created the PalmPilot, Treo smart phone, and other handheld devices,
has reshaped our relationship to computers. Now he stands ready to revolutionize both
neuroscience and computing in one stroke, with a new understanding of intelligence itself.Hawkins
develops a powerful theory of how the human brain works, explaining why computers are not
intelligent and how, based on this new theory, we can finally build intelligent machines.The brain is
not a computer, but a memory system that stores experiences in a way that reflects the true
structure of the world, remembering sequences of events and their nested relationships and making
predictions based on those memories. It is this memory-prediction system that forms the basis of
intelligence, perception, creativity, and even consciousness.In an engaging style that will captivate
audiences from the merely curious to the professional scientist, Hawkins shows how a clear
understanding of how the brain works will make it possible for us to build intelligent machines, in
silicon, that will exceed our human ability in surprising ways.Written with acclaimed science writer
Sandra Blakeslee, On Intelligence promises to completely transfigure the possibilities of the
technology age. It is a landmark book in its scope and clarity.
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Jeff Hawkins is the man who was the architect of the PalmPilot, the Treo, and invented Graffiti, an
alphabet for inputing data to a computer with a stylus. But this book is about his other love, the
deciphering of the code that makes the human brain work. There is nothing like a big, important

puzzle to get the blood working, and mine was powerfully pulled along . With the human genome
project's sequencing of human DNA nearly completed, understanding the brain has got to be the
most important scientific undertaking one can think of. Hawkins easily persuades us that there is a
burning need for a "top down" model for the brain that can play a role something analogous to the
Central Dogma of molecular biology, which guides and organizes research, prioritizing the myriad of
possible tasks into something like that required for the logistics of a conquering army's march
through an alien land.He also persuaded me that he has some important insights of that model that I
found tantalizing, new and exciting. His central model concerns the role of the cortex in producing
intelligence. He makes the case for a central dogma he calls "the memory-prediction framework."
This idea says that the cortex is a machine for making predictions for temporal sensory patterns
based on memories of past patterns. The prediction algorithm carried out in the cortex is the same
for all of the senses of vision, touch, hearing, etc., which accounts for, among other things, the basic
physiological uniformity of the cortex, and the plasticity of the brain in adapting to such problems as
blindness or deafness.He argues that since the "clock" of the brain operates at a tick-rate on the
order of 5 milli-seconds, and most of the functions of the brain (e. g.
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